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Abstract
Using first principles density functional theory, we investigate the structural, electronic and
magnetic properties of isolated and bundled Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires with x = 3, 4.5, and 6. The
unit cell of each system contains two Mo6 octahedra decorated with S and I atoms and two S3

linkages. Due to the bistability of each sulfur linkage, finite-length nanowires or nanowire
bundles exhibit many stable structural minima. We explore the structural stability, elastic
behavior and electronic structure at all these minima for each composition x . We find that the
axial strain and inter-wire interaction in bundles significantly modify the electronic structure.
The most intriguing changes occur in nanowires with x = 4.5 and 6, which change from metal
to semiconductor or undergo a magnetic transition upon axially stretching or compressing the
nanowires or upon changing the inter-wire separation.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Since their discovery almost a decade ago, molybdenum
chalcohalide (MCH) nanowires (NWs) [1] have kept puzzling
scientists with the complexity of their structure while
maintaining their interest owing to a unique combination of
properties. The nanowires are extraordinarily stable and often
form bundles [2]. Most intriguing are the properties of
nanowires with the composition [3] Mo6S9−x Ix , which are air-
stable, exhibit a very unusual ability to stretch irreversibly
by 30% at very low energy cost [4], have a low shear
modulus [5], but a high Young’s modulus under specific
conditions [6]. These nanowires also exhibit a wide range of
electrical transport as well as magnetic properties [7–11].

Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires have been subject to a wide range of
advanced experimental investigations [3, 5, 12–21] to identify
their atomic arrangement, with only partial success. Recent
structural studies indicate an ordered structure in isolated and
bundled x = 6 nanowires [16], but a high degree of disorder in
the x = 4.5 system [22]. Theoretical studies of these complex

systems focused on the electronic structure of isolated and
bundled nanowires at selected compositions and geometrical
arrangements. Selected studies also addressed theoretically
the nature of inter-wire interactions and their effect on the
electronic structure [8, 10, 12, 16]. Still, a comprehensive
study of the equilibrium structure of isolated and bundled
Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires as a function of the axial unit cell length,
the inter-wire separation and nanowire orientation for different
stoichiometries is missing.

Here we present the results of ab initio density functional
theory (DFT) calculations for the equilibrium structure,
stability and electronic structure of isolated and bundled
Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires. Our study addresses the composition
range 0 < x � 6 and explores all stable atomic arrangements
encountered as a function of the axial unit cell length, the
inter-wire separation and nanowire orientation. We report that
the inter-wire interaction has an important non-van-der-Waals
part that causes significant structural relaxations and bundling
energies in excess of 1 eV nm−1 wire length. We find that axial
strain and inter-wire interaction in bundles modify significantly
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Figure 1. (a) Binding energy per unit cell as a function of the lattice constant a of an isolated Mo6S9−x Ix nanowire with x = 3, 4.5, and 6. For
better visualization of the energy differences within each stoichiometry, the energy axis has been split into three segments indicated by an
arrow for each binding energy curve. (b) Three stable atomic arrangements in the unit cell of an isolated Mo6S9−x Ix nanowire corresponding
to the three energy minima in (a). The unit cell contains two formula units, each of which contains 6 Mo atoms arranged in an octahedron
decorated by six atoms (either S or I atoms) and a S3 linkage. Due to the bistability of the two S3 linkages in the unit cell, a nanowire is
denoted by ‘short–short’ representing the structure at the minimum with the shortest a, ‘short–long’ at the middle minimum, and ‘long–long’
at the minimum with the longest a.

the electronic structure. The most intriguing changes occur in
nanowires with x = 4.5 and 6, which change from metal to
semiconductor or undergo a magnetic transition upon axially
stretching or compressing the nanowires or upon changing the
inter-wire separation.

2. Computational method

To investigate the structural, electronic and magnetic properties
of isolated and bundled Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires under different
constraints, we carried out ab initio DFT calculations using
the SIESTA code [23]. We used the Perdew–Zunger form [24]
of the Ceperley–Alder exchange–correlation functional [25] in
the local density approximation (LDA) to DFT. The behavior
of valence electrons was described by norm-conserving
Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials [26] with partial core
corrections in the Kleinman–Bylander factorized form [27].
An atomic orbital basis with a double-ζ polarization was used
to expand the electronic wavefunctions. We complemented the
Mo basis by including initially unoccupied 5p orbitals.

Our studies address both infinite isolated nanowires with
different stoichiometries and their bundled counterparts. All
systems are described by a periodic arrangement of unit cells
with axial lattice constant a containing 30 atoms in two
formula units of the Mo6S9−x Ix compound. To describe
isolated nanowires in a periodic lattice arrangement, we placed
them on a tetragonal lattice with a large inter-wire distance
b = 19.7 Å, about three times the nanowire diameter, to
suppress inter-wire interaction. We sampled the rather short
Brillouin zone of these 1D structures with 6 k-points in
order to represent adequately the Bloch wavefunctions for
the momentum space integration. A 6 × 6 × 6 k-point
sampling was used for the densely packed nanowire bundles
represented by 3D nanowire arrays. In selected systems the
convergence of the electronic structure was tested by a k-
point grid which was twice as dense. The charge density and

potentials were determined on a real-space grid with a mesh
cutoff energy of 150 Ryd, which was sufficient to achieve a
total energy convergence of better than 2 meV/atom. We used
a confinement energy shift of 0.01 Ryd, which defines the
cutoff radii of the atomic orbitals.

All geometries were optimized without any symmetry
constraints, by changing the lattice constants a and b as
well as atomic positions within the unit cell. We used the
conjugate gradient method [28] and relaxed the geometry
until the stress on the unit cell vanished in all directions
and none of the residual Hellmann–Feynman forces acting
on any atom would exceed 1.56 × 10−3 Ryd/aB, where aB

is the Bohr radius. To probe the possibility of magnetic
ordering in the nanostructures, we used the local spin density
approximation (LSDA) as a systematic way to estimate the net
magnetic moments and the amount of exchange splitting in the
nanowires.

3. Results

3.1. Structural properties

The binding energy Eb of an isolated Mo6S9−x Ix nanowire as
a function of the lattice constant a is shown in figure 1(a). The
infinite wire is represented by a unit cell containing 30 atoms
per two formula units. Each formula unit contains a Mo6

octahedron with C3 symmetry decorated with S6−x and Ix

atoms, and one S3 linkage connecting it to a chain structure.
The two Mo6 octahedra in the unit cell are rotated by 180◦
with respect to each other. We find that S3 linkages connecting
the Mo6 octahedra are more stable than I3 linkages [11].
This atomic configuration matches very well the experimental
data [16].

The unusual behavior of Eb(a), including three minima,
is the consequence of the bistability of the S3 linkages.
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Figure 2. Equilibrium packing of Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires. (a) End-on view of the structural arrangement of Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires on a
triangular lattice, with inter-wire distance b = |b1| = |b2|. Bundling energy Ebundle as a function of b at three equilibrium axial lattice
constants a, for (b) Mo6S6I3, (c) Mo6S4.5I4.5, and (d) Mo6S3I6. The bundling energy is the difference between the binding energies Eb per
formula unit of isolated and bundled nanowires.

Mo–S–Mo bonds in S3 linkages form preferentially either an
acute (short linkage) or an obtuse angle (long linkage) [9].
With two such linkages per unit cell, we can distinguish a
‘short–short’ from a ‘short–long’/‘long–short’ and a ‘long–
long’ configuration, as shown in figure 1(b). Whereas
transitions between these structural optima require little
energy investment, the elastic constant associated with further
stretching the ‘long–long’ isomer is very high [11], in
agreement with experimental data [5]. As we show in this
paper, the specific configuration of the S3 linkages within the
unit cell plays a key role in determining not only the total
energy, but also the electronic structure of the nanowires.

To explore the equilibrium geometries of a Mo6S9−x Ix

nanowire, in particular the effect of the S3 linkages, we
globally optimized the structure of x = 3, 4.5, 6 nanowires
while constraining the value of the axial lattice constant
a. The results for the calculated binding energy Eb(a)

with respect to isolated atoms are shown in figure 1(a)
for the different compositions. To make sure that the
structure at a given value of a is a global and not a local
optimum, we started our optimization procedure by subjecting
uniformly expanded or compressed nanowires to random
distortions, or using geometries based on semi-empirical force
fields. We considered a structure to represent the optimum
geometry when the same structural arrangement was achieved
starting from different geometries. As seen in figure 1(a),
independent of composition, all isolated nanowires exhibit
three geometrical optima. For x = 3 we find aeq = 11.00,
12.75, and 14.25, and for x = 4.5 and 6 we find aeq = 11.00,
12.50, and 13.75 Å. The binding energy per unit cell decreases
gradually with increasing iodine concentration.

The existence of several energy minima in Eb(a) is
explained by the bistability of two S3 linkages in the unit
cell. Figure 1(b) shows three stable atomic arrangements
corresponding to three optima, which we call the ‘short–short’,
‘short–long’ and ‘long–long’ S3 linkage configurations. For
each composition, the three (meta-) stable configurations have
a similar binding energy and are separated by relatively low
energy barriers of about 1 eV/unit cell. This implies the
possibility to transform one structure to another by stretching
or compressing, like in a linear ratchet, at moderate forces
accessible in atomic force microscopy (AFM) [4].

Earlier theoretical studies report weak inter-wire inter-
action in Mo6S9−x Ix nanowire bundles [8, 12, 16], but
many experimental studies observed stable bundled struc-
tures [3, 5, 12, 13, 15–21]. This discrepancy would be due
to calculations done at a fixed inter-wire distance without
geometrical relaxation. We therefore studied the structural
properties of bundled Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires at all three stable
axial unit cell sizes a and different inter-wire distances for each
composition.

The geometry of a nanowire bundle, represented by a
periodic array of Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires on a triangular lattice
spanned by lattice vectors b1 and b2, is shown in figure 2(a).
To get an unbiased insight into the potential energy surface
of nanowire bundles, we investigated unit cells with a range
of lattice constants a and b near the expected optimum and
subsequently globally optimized the structure of x = 3, 4.5,
6 nanowires while constraining a and b. To separate the large
cohesive energy of a nanowire from the much smaller inter-
wire interactions in the total energy, we defined the bundling
energy Ebundle as the difference between the binding energies
Eb per formula unit of isolated and bundled nanowires.

Our results for Ebundle(b) at the different compositions x
and equilibrium values of the axial lattice constant a, shown
in figures 2(b)–(d), indicate the degree of bundle stabilization
due to the attractive inter-wire interaction. These results
indicate that the equilibrium inter-wire distance beq depends
most sensitively on the composition x and much less on the
length of the axial lattice constant. The equilibrium inter-wire
distances b for the ‘short–short’, ‘short–long’ and ‘long–long’
configuration, are 8.59 Å � beq � 8.68 Å for x = 3, 8.83 Å �
beq � 8.87 Å for x = 4.5, and 9.02 Å � beq � 9.09 Å for
x = 6. Iodine-richer bundles exhibit a larger equilibrium inter-
wire distance since the atomic radius of iodine is larger than
that of sulfur.

Our results in figure 2 indicate that the bundling energy
depends on the axial unit cell size a and the composition x , and
generally ranges from 1.9 eV � |Ebundle| � 3.3 eV/unit cell,
corresponding to �0.1 eV/atom. This relatively large value of
Ebundle suggests that Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires form stable bundled
structures that may be hard to separate. We find that the most
stable bundles are formed at the smallest values of the axial
lattice constant a, corresponding to the ‘short–short’ structure,
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Figure 3. Electronic band structure E(k) along the axial direction �–A and the corresponding density of states (DOS) of isolated Mo6S9−x Ix

nanowires at three equilibrium lattice constants a corresponding to three Eb(a) optima in figure 1(a) for (a)–(c) Mo6S6I3 (a = 11.00, 12.75,
and 14.25 Å), (d)–(f) Mo6S4.5I4.5 (a = 11.00, 12.5, and 13.75 Å), and (g)–(i) Mo6S3I6 (a = 11.00, 12.50, and 13.75 Å). Results for
‘short–short’, ‘short–long’ and ‘long–long’ configurations are displayed in columns. The densities of states have been convoluted with
0.02 eV wide Gaussians.

for all compositions. The systems with the shortest axial unit
cell also represent the stiffest structures. We find a tendency to
bundle and for the axial stiffness to decrease gradually from the
‘short–short’ to the ‘long–long’ configuration. Also, we find a
uniform increase of the bundling energy with increasing iodine
concentration x .

3.2. Electronic structure

The potential application of Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires as building
blocks in nano-electronics depends crucially on their electronic
structure. The presence of S3 groups in the system is very
favorable, since sulfur is well known to form an ideal contact
to Au lead material [9, 11]. In the following we describe the
electronic structure at the different stable geometries, discussed
in section 3.1. We discuss the results for isolated nanowires in
figure 3 and for ordered nanowire arrays in figures 4 and 5 for
the different compositions. A comprehensive summary of our
results is presented in table 1.

We present results for the electronic band structure E(k)

as well as the density of states (DOS) of isolated Mo6S9−x Ix

nanowires with x = 3, 4.5, 6 at the three stable axial
unit cell sizes aeq in figure 3. Results in the same column,
corresponding to the same structural minimum, indicate no
simple trends in the electronic band structure near the Fermi
level with changing iodine concentration. We conclude that
the changing orbital hybridization, which causes structural
relaxations, plays a crucial role.

As seen in figures 3(a)–(c), isolated Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires
with x = 3 are semiconducting at all structural optima.
The fundamental gap in the isolated nanowire with x = 6
at the ‘short–short’ configuration, seen in the band structure
in figure 3(g) is very narrow and nearly suppressed by the
convolution used in the DOS. As seen in figure 3(h), the
fundamental gap opens upon stretching the structure to the
‘short–long’ configuration. We observe a closing of the
gap and the occurrence of a magnetic instability in the
metallic system with the ‘long–long’ configuration, depicted
in figure 3(i).
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Figure 4. (a)–(c) Electronic band structure E(k), (d)–(f) the corresponding density of states (DOS) and (g)–(i) the Fermi surface of bundled
Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires at the lattice constant a corresponding to the ‘short–long’ configuration depicted in figure 1(b). Results for x = 3 at
a = 12.75 Å and x = 4.5, 6 at a = 12.50 Å are displayed in columns. The densities of states have been convoluted with 0.02 eV wide
Gaussians. Since Mo6S6I3 is a semiconductor and does not have a Fermi surface, we depict the empty Brillouin zone and the high-symmetry
points in (g).

Table 1. Dependence of electronic properties of isolated and
bundled Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires on their composition x , axial
equilibrium length aeq, and equilibrium inter-wire distance beq. We
use sc for semiconducting, met for metallic, mag for magnetic, and
non-mag for non-magnetic.

x aeq (Å) beq (Å) Isolated wire Bundle

3 11.00 8.68 sc sc
12.75 8.59 sc sc
14.25 8.61 sc sc

4.5 11.00 8.85 sc, maga met, non-mag
12.50 8.87 sc, maga met, non-mag
13.75 8.83 met, non-mag met, non-mag

6 11.00 9.06 sc met, non-mag
12.50 9.02 sc met, non-mag
13.75 9.09 met, mag met, mag

a Exchange splitting opens up a narrow gap at EF.

The ‘short–short’ configuration of the Mo6S4.5I4.5

nanowire exhibits a flat band at EF and gives rise to a sharp
peak in the density of states. The results of our LSDA
calculations, shown in figure 3(d), indicate the occurrence
of a magnetic instability [9] that turns the nanowire into a
semiconductor with a 75 meV gap at EF and a net magnetic

moment of 1.0 μB/unit cell. Even though ferromagnetic
ordering should not persist in these 1D systems at finite
temperatures, we may still expect the occurrence of magnetism
in finite segments of Mo6S4.5I4.5. According to figure 3(e), the
x = 4.5 system with the ‘short–long’ configuration undergoes
a similar magnetic instability, turning it into a narrow-gap
magnetic semiconductor with the same magnetic moment of
1.0 μB/unit cell. We found a very sensitive dependence of
the band dispersion at EF on the precise atomic positions
in the unit cell, causing the occurrence or disappearance of
magnetism upon very small atomic displacements at room
temperature. Only in the ‘long–long’ configuration does the
Mo6S4.5I4.5 nanowire turn metallic and non-magnetic, as seen
in figure 3(f).

To better understand the effect of bundle formation on the
electronic structure, we displayed the band structure, density
of states and Fermi surface of Mo6S9−x Ix nanowire arrays with
x = 3, 4.5, 6 in figure 4 in the ‘short–long’ and in figure 5 in
the ‘long–long’ configuration. As we discuss in the following,
some of these results differ significantly from the data obtained
for the ‘short–short’ configuration [29]. In the absence of
any inter-wire interaction, we would expect all bands to be
flat along the �–M–K–� path in the Brillouin zone shown
in figures 4(g) and 5(g). Also, in this case, the �–A band
dispersion along the wire axis should be equal to that in figure 3
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for isolated nanowires. This is clearly not the case, as seen in
the band structures displayed in figures 4(a)–(c) and 5 (a)–(c),
reflecting the influence of the inter-wire interaction discussed
earlier.

According to figure 3 and table 1, all isolated Mo6S9−x Ix

nanowires investigated here are semiconductors, with the
exception of the Mo6S4.5I4.5 and the Mo6S3I6 nanowire in
the ‘long–long’ configuration at a = 13.75 Å. This
changes significantly due to the modified band dispersion in
bundles. The band structure displayed in figures 4(a)–(c) for
the ‘short–long’ and in figures 5 (a)–(c) for the ‘long–long’
configuration indicates that only the x = 3 nanowires remain
semiconducting when forming bundles and the other systems
turn metallic. In spite of the flat band reflected in a peak at EF

in the DOS of Mo6S4.5I4.5, shown in figures 4(b) and (e), this
system remains non-magnetic in the ‘short–long’ configuration
at a = 12.50 Å. A different scenario emerges in the iodine-
richer Mo6S3I6 nanowire in the ‘long–long’ configuration at
a = 13.75 Å, a peak in the DOS at EF, seen in figure 5(f),
is sufficiently high to cause a magnetic instability without
opening a gap.

We found it interesting that trends in the bundling energy
for the different compositions and axial unit cell optima,
shown in figures 2(b)–(d), are reflected also in the band

structures shown in figures 4(a)–(c) for the ‘short–long’ and
figures 5(a)–(c) for the ‘long–long’ configuration. The inter-
wire interaction in bundles is reflected in the band dispersion
in the �–M–K–� plane that is normal to the wire axis. Since
we find the bundling energy to decrease with increasing a in
figure 2, so does the band dispersion decrease with increasing
a when comparing results in figures 4 and 5 for the same
composition. Comparing trends across equivalent values of
aeq, the increase in the bundling energy with increasing iodine
concentration in figure 2 is reflected in an increased band
dispersion normal to the wire axis in figures 4(a)–(c) and
figures 5(a)–(c). Since the smallest bundling energy occurs in
the ‘long–long’ configuration, the �–A band dispersion along
the wire axis in that configuration most closely resembles that
in the isolated wires, depicted in figures 3(c), (f) and (i).

The largest difference in the electronic structure between
the ‘short–long’ and the ‘long–long’ configuration occurs in
the shapes of the Fermi surfaces, shown in figures 4(h), (i), 5(h)
and (i) for the metallic systems. Even though the Fermi surface
of the x = 4.5 system spreads across the entire Brillouin
zone independent of a, its shape changes from a set of warped
planes parallel to the wire axis at a = 12.50 Å, shown in
figure 4(h), to a set of warped planes normal to the wire
axis at a = 13.75 Å, shown in figure 5(h). As mentioned
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above, the latter system more closely resembles the behavior
of non-interacting nanowires, in which case there should be no
dispersion in the �–M–K–� plane.

We observe even larger changes in the Fermi surface of
the x = 6 system as a function of the axial lattice constant.
There changes primarily reflect the transformation from a bad
metal with a low DOS at EF in figure 4(c) to a good metal with
a high DOS in figure 5(c). Our results for the Fermi surface of
the bad metal at a = 12.50 Å, shown in figure 4(i), indicate
an isolated electron pocket near � and isolated hole pockets
near the Brillouin zone boundary. Very different and richer is
the Fermi surface of the good metal at a = 13.75 Å. Since
this metallic system is magnetic, there are two separate Fermi
surfaces associated with the majority and minority spin. We
show in figure 5(i) only the Fermi surface associated with the
majority spin, as it resembles closely the minority spin surface.
The Fermi surface is distributed throughout the Brillouin zone;
we expect the conductance of the corresponding nanowire
bundles to be large and nearly isotropic.

One of the initial motivations of this study was to under-
stand better why the Mo6S4.5I4.5 system appears structurally
much more disordered than the Mo6S3I6 system [16, 22].
For one, the decoration pattern of the Mo6 octahedra by
iodine atoms only is unique in the x = 6 nanowire, whereas
several decoration patterns with a similar total energy are
possible in the x = 4.5 system [11]. In practice we may
expect a distribution of several patterns along each nanowire
with x = 4.5. This structural disorder would also likely
cause significant changes in the local inter-wire separation and
electronic structure.

There are two more reasons to expect deviations in the
electronic structure of a realistic system from our results for
ordered crystalline arrays. Since the inter-wire interaction
potential in figure 2 is relatively soft, we may expect
fluctuations of the inter-wire separation within the bundles,
which in turn affect the hybridization of orbitals on adjacent
nanowires and thus the electronic structure. Finally, there is
the possibility of torsion in isolated and bundled nanowires
in analogy to free and bundled carbon nanotubes [30]. The
torsion mode is expected to be very soft due to the flexibility
of the S3 linkages. Whereas a small amplitude torsion should
not affect the electronic structure of isolated nanowires, it may
do so in bundles. On the one hand, the inter-wire interaction in
nanowire bundles has been reported to be rather isotropic in a
previous study [29] of the bundling energy as a function of the
nanowire orientation angle ϕ, defined in figure 2(a). In view
of this fact, we expect nanowires not to be perfectly straight,
but rather twisted to some small degree in realistic bundles.
Even though the total energy may be independent of ϕ, changes
in the inter-wire hybridization at changing orientations are
expected to modify the electronic structure with respect to the
idealized geometry discussed in this work.

4. Summary and conclusions

We investigated the structural, electronic and magnetic
properties of isolated and bundled Mo6S9−x Ix nanowires with
x = 3, 4.5, and 6 using first principles density functional

calculations. The unit cell of each system contains two
Mo6 octahedra decorated with S and I atoms and two S3

linkages. Due to the bistability of each sulfur linkage,
finite-length nanowires or nanowire bundles exhibit many
stable structural minima. We explored the structural stability,
elastic behavior and electronic structure at all these minima
for each composition x . We found that the axial strain
and inter-wire interaction in bundles significantly modify the
electronic structure. The most intriguing changes occurred in
nanowires with x = 4.5 and 6, which changed from metal to
semiconductor or underwent a magnetic transition upon axially
stretching or compressing the nanowires or upon changing the
inter-wire separation.
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